Adult Fiction
Alexander, Kirsten
Barry, Jessica
Brown, Dale
Giffin, Emily
Goldberg, Nicola Maye
Kay, Elizabeth
LaÌˆckberg, Camilla
Masad, Ilana
May, Peter
Moshfegh, Ottessa
Nay, Roz
Ragnar JoÌ•nasson
Scott, Stephanie
Shriver, Lionel
Stuart, Amy
Winchester, J. M.

Lost boy found
Don't turn around : a novel
Eagle Station
The lies that bind
Nothing can hurt you : a novel
Seven lies
The gilded cage
All my mother's lovers : a novel
A silent death
Death in her hands
Hurry home
The mist
What's left of me is yours
The motion of the body through space : a novel
Still here
Last one to lie

Adult Non-Fiction
Albright, Madeleine Korbel
Allred, Lance
Aschoff, Nicole Marie
Ball, Molly
Basting, Anne Davis
Baudar, Pascal
Beach, Hannah
Berger, Jonah
Birbiglia, Mike
Blum, Howard
Bonior, Andrea
Bradshaw, G. A.
Bregman, Rutger
Bricker, Darrell Jay
Brook, Timothy
Buck, Kirsten
Burnett, William
Calhoun, Ada
Carter, Alexandra
Coady, Teresa
Collins, Matt

Hell and other destinations : a 21st century memoir
The new alpha male : how to win the game
The smartphone society : technology, power, and resistance
Pelosi
Creative care : a revolutionary approach to dementia and care
Wildcrafted fermentation : exploring, transforming, and
Reclaiming our students : why children are more anxious,
The catalyst : how to change anyone's mind
The new one : painfully true stories from a reluctant dad
Night of the assassins : the untold story of Hitler's plot to kill
Detox your thoughts : quit negative self-talk for good and
Talking with bears : conversations with Charlie Russell
Humankind : a hopeful history
Next : where to live, what to buy, and who will lead Canada's
Great state : China and the world
Buck naked kitchen : radiant and nourishing recipes
Designing your work life : how to thrive and change
Why we can't sleep : women's new midlife crisis
Ask for more : 10 questions to negotiate anything
Rebuilding earth : designing ecoconscious habitats for humans
Forest : a journey through wild and magnificent landscapes

Cummins, Ronnie
Dallek, Robert
Edwards, Bradley J.
Ekelund, TorbjÃ¸rn Lysebo
Finlayson, Judith
Foer, Esther Safran
Fonseca, Christine
Fontana, Luigi
ForeÌ‚t, Rosalee de la
Frankl, Viktor E.
Galeotti, Mark
Gellman, Barton
Gilmore, Brad
Gopnik, Blake
Greenspan, Nancy Thorndike
Hagen, Sofie
Hammond, Joe
Harper, Lynn Casteel
Howerton, Kristen
Hunt, Tom
Isaacs, David
James, Victoria
Johnson, Charles
Kahnweiler, Jennifer B
Kantrowitz, Alex
Keys, Alicia
Kilmer, Val
Kim, Hooni
Kostigen, Thomas
Kraus, Dita
La Cerva, Gina Rae
Lemieux, Christiane
Llewellyn, Robert
Lock, Emma
Marsh, Beezy
Masson, J. Moussaieff
Mathews, Daniel
Matis, Aspen
Mayes, Frances
McCann, SeÌ•an
Messenger, Scott
Moe, John
Muse, Toby

Grassroots rising : a call to action on climate, farming, food
How did we get here? : from Roosevelt to Trump
Relentless pursuit : my fight for the victims of Jeffrey Epstein
In praise of paths : walking through time and nature
You are what your grandparents ate
I want you to know we're still here : a post-holocaust memoir
Healing the heart : helping your child thrive after trauma
The path to longevity : how to reach 100 with
Wild remedies : how to forage healing foods and craft
Yes to life : in spite of everything
A short history of Russia : how the country invented itself,
Dark mirror : Edward Snowden and the American surveillance
Back from the future : a celebration of the greatest time travel
Warhol
Atomic spy : The dark lives of Klaus Fuchs
Happy fat : taking up space in a world that wants to shrink you
A short history of falling : everything I observed about love
On vanishing : mortality, dementia
Rage against the minivan : learning to parent
Eating for pleasure, people, & planet : plant rich, zero waste,
Defeating the ministers of death : the history of vaccination
Wine girl : America's youngest sommelier
Grand : a grandparent's wisdom for a happy life
Creating introvert-friendly workplaces :
Always day one : how the tech titans plan to stay
More myself : a journey
I'm your Huckleberry
My Korea : traditional flavors, modern recipes
Hacking planet Earth : how geoengineering can help us
A delayed life : the true story of the librarian of Auschwitz
Feasting wild : in search of the last untamed food
Frictionless : why the future of everything will be fast, fluid &
The fully charged guide to electric vehicles & clean energy
Animal kind : lessons on love, fear and friendship
Her father's daughter
Lost companions : reflections on the death of pets
Trees in trouble : wildfires, infestations, and climate change
Your blue is not my blue : a missing person memoir
Always Italy
One good reason : a memoir of addiction and recovery, music
Tapping the West : how Alberta's craft beer industry bubbled
The hilarious world of depression
Kilo : inside the deadliest cocaine cartels

Nayani, Farzana
Nestor, James
Omar, Ilhan
Pak, Jung H.
Papa, Tom
Parise, Michelle
Patterson, James
Perrin, Benjamin
Phenix, Patricia.
Pollack, Neal
Poumpouras, Evy
Purdy, Chase
Rid, Thomas
Ridley, Matt
Roberts, Callum
Rosenthal, Jason
Schwarzenegger, Katherine
Searcey, Dionne
Senthilingam, Meera
Shah, Sonia
Shoroplova, Nina
Shugarman, Harriet
Stout, David
Taub, Robin
Taylor, Genevieve
Wallace, Chris
Willies, Elesa Diane
Yunkaporta, Tyson
Zaman, Muhammad H.

Raising multiracial children : tools for nurturing identity
Breath : the new science of a lost art
This is what America looks like : my journey
Becoming Kim Jong Un : a former CIA officer's insights
You're doing great! : and other reasons to stay alive
Alone : a love story
The house of Kennedy
Overdose : heartbreak and hope in Canada's opioid crisis
Private demons : the tragic personal life of John A. Macdonald
Pothead : my life as a marijuana addict in the age of legal weed
Becoming bulletproof : protect yourself, read people, influence
Billion dollar burger : inside big tech's race for the future food
Active measures : the secret history of disinformation
How innovation works : and why it flourishes in freedom
Reef life : an underwater memoir
My wife said you may want to marry me : a memoir
The gift of forgiveness : stories from those who have overcome
In pursuit of disobedient women : a memoir of love, rebellion,
Outbreaks and epidemics : battling infection measles to Covid
The next great migration : the beauty and terror of life
Legacy of trees : purposeful wandering in Stanley Park
How to talk to your kids about climate change : angst into
The kidnap years : the astonishing true history of the forgotten
Raising money-smart kids : teach your kids about money while
Charred : the complete guide to vegetarian grilling
Countdown 1945 : the extraordinary story of the atomic bomb
The way of chi : living awareness
Sand talk : how indigenous thinking can save the world
Biography of resistance : battle between people & pathogens

Juvenile Graphic Novels
Ayala, Vita
Burks, James
Decur
Fairgray, Richard
Hansen, Dustin
Jamieson, Victoria
Knisley, Lucy
Platt, Jason
Ratliff, Thomas M.
Rau, Adam

Black Panther. 2, Rise together
Bird & Squirrel. All or nothing
When you look up
Black Sand Beach. 1, Are you afraid of the light?
My video game ate my homework
When stars are scattered
Stepping stones
Middle School misadventures. Operation : hat heist!
White Fang
Jacky Ha-Ha : a graphic novel

Scott, Cavan
Sedita, Francesco
Smith, Jeff
Stilton, Geronimo
Whamond, Dave

Star Wars adventures. Return to Vader's castle
The Pathfinders Society. 1, The mystery of the Moon
Bone adventures
Geronimo Stilton. 1, The sewer rat stink
Alien Nate

Large Print
Constantine, Liv
Foley, Lucy
Maden, Mike
Oates, Joyce Carol
Patterson, James
Phillips, Susan Elizabeth
Steel, Danielle

The wife stalker
The guest list
Firing point
Night. Sleep. Death. The stars
Texas outlaw
Dance away with me : a novel
Daddy's girls

Picture Books
Bell, Kristen
Derting, Kimberly
Dunn, Jancee
Frampton, Robyn
Labelle, Sophie
Oswald, Pete
Thompson, Alexandra
Walker, Tricia Elam

5-minute girl power stories
The world needs more purple people
Libby loves science
I'm afraid your teddy is in the principal's office
The fairies of Honeysuckle Hollow
My dad thinks I'm a boy?! : a trans positive book
Hike
A family for Louie
Nana Akua goes to school

YA Graphic Novels
Bab Bonde, Jessica
Bendis, Brian Michael
KAITO
Kishimoto, Masashi
Matsumoto, TaiyoÌ
Pimienta, Jose
Ukazu, Ngozi

We'll soon be home again
Miles Morales. Great responsibility
Blue flag. 1
Samurai 8 : the tale of Hachimaru. The first key
Ping pong. Vol. one
Suncatcher
Check, Please!. Book 2, Sticks & scones

